Will my home device work at MIT?

Q: Will my home device work at MIT?

Answer

Devices that make your life so much easier at home are not designed to work on institutional networks such as ours. Home devices are designed for very small networks. It’s not that we don’t want you to use these devices, it’s just that they don’t work.

Unless we specify which devices do work with some adjustments, assume your device will NOT work.

There is a workaround for printers, for example: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/boF_/.

Here’s a possible work around for Apple TV: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/obsBCQ

This article includes a website that will help determine if your device will work on MIT Secure: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/gAOx

A more technical answer is devices that use Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), (an implementation of the ZEROCONF protocol for device discovery on small networks) are not supported as this protocol is disabled on the wireless networks at MIT. While ZEROCONF and Bonjour work well on home or small business networks, they are not compatible with large enterprise networks, which can frequently have thousands of devices in the same wireless address space. ZEROCONF relies on multicast traffic to discover devices on the network, which exhibits crippling performance and load issues on large enterprise network implementations. Even if it were enabled on the network, results would be slow to return and potentially return lists of hundreds of devices to choose from.